
The Abun language is spoken in the subdistricts of Sausapor and Mega, in the northern area of the Bird's

Head peninsula. It is bordered by several other languages: to the east, Amberbaken (also known as Mpur
or Kebar); to the south, Karon Dori (also known as Mare, a dialect of Maybrat) and Moraid; and to the

west, Moi.

There are approximately 3,500 Abun speakers who live in eighteen villages, eight on the coast and ten

interior The Abun language is spoken in the northern area of the Bird's Head, as well as in isolated

hamlets. There are four identifiable dialects all of which are mutually intelligible, although intelligibility

decreases when greater geographic distance is involved. The names given to the dialects are those used

by the speakers themselves and concern the variation in terms for the first person singular pronoun. So

the dialects are referred to as Abun Tat (eastern), Abun Ye. Abun Ji, and Abun Tat (western).

Abun is the name given to the language by the people themselves, a means language', and bun means
'bush, jungle'. They call themselves the Yenden people, ye 'person' and nden 'interior, land'. Sometimes

they refer to the name of their language as Anden, but more commonly Abun. Rarely do they call

themselves the Yembun people; rather they say that they, the Yenden people, speak the Abun language.

The Abun language has been known by various names including Karon Pantai, Madik and Yimbun. The
name Karon Pantai, as it is listed in Voorhoeve (1975:48), is the name given to the Abun speaking people

by the Biak people. The Moi people to the west call them Madik, the meaning of which is uncertain,

Voorhoeve (1975:48) listed the name Madik as a separate language for what has since been analysed as

the Abun Ji dialect (Berry and Berry 1987). The Amberbaken to the east call them the Yimbun, or

Yembun, a name which they obviously acquired from the Yenden themselves. The name Abun has now
been introduced into linguistic literature by Silzer and Clouse 1991, Grimes 1992 and Berry and Berry

1999. Technically, it should be referred to as the Bun language, or Abun, but the people themselves

insist that the Indonesian translation is bahasa Abun, not bahasa Bun.
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